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Abstract

Background
The expertise of dentists is very important since it improves the quality of dental services provided to
patients. This study analyzed the characteristics of the decision-making process and con�rmed dentists'
electroencephalography(EEG) characteristics by measuring their cerebral activity during clinical decision
making.

Methods
This study was performed in the following two projects: (1) A qualitative study of clinical decision
making in a clinical scenario, (2) An analysis of differences in cortical activity of experts and novices
through EEG.

Results
In the 1st study, this study found that 'con�rmation of the patient's chief complaints', 'oral examination',
and 'radiography reading' steps, which showed the most prominent differences in the experts' and
novices' decision making, were set as the major steps of dentists' clinical decision making. In the 2nd
study, the experts' and novices' cortical activities were measured through a 32-channel EEG. In task 6,
which had the lowest accuracy of diagnoses made by the experts, the brain activities in both groups were
higher than in other tasks.

Conclusions
This study aims to link learning and the cortical functions activated during dental experts' decision
making in order to present learning directions for brain-based clinical decision making to develop experts.

Background
With social developments, societies have changed to knowledge-centered societies that require high
levels of knowledge. This change has subsequently increased the importance of the role of experts who
lead social changes and developments. In general, experts are de�ned as those who consistently
demonstrate exceptional abilities in a certain area[1]. Dentists are also knowledge-oriented professionals
who are always mentioned in the expert group. A study suggests that expertise requires systematic, high-
intensity training of at least 10 years or 10,000 hours. Such de�nition of experts can be inferred from the
de�nition of expertise, which is often variably de�ned based on context. Expertise allows an individual to
e�ciently collect and manipulate information and to perform better in their area of expertise[2]. Many
studies have sought to discover characteristics of expertise in experts. Ericsson estimated that
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professional musicians receive more than 10,000 hours of systematic training[3]. In other words, their
research suggests that at least 10 years of intense training is required to achieve expertise[4].

Various studies have been conducted to analyze the characteristics of experts. In the expert performance
approach, studies conduct experiments to objectively evaluate performance[5]. Here, the studies
investigate the components of performance or comparatively analyze the differences between novices
and experts to analyze the characteristics of experts[6].

Many studies have also investigated the components of expertise. In particular, knowledge, experience,
and problem solving constitute the most basic components of generally accepted expertise[7]. Experts
perform typical activities at each of the following stages: recognizing problems, de�ning problems,
�nding solutions, carrying out solutions, and re�ection[8]. In experts, conceptually more abundant and
organized representations occur, allowing them to solve given problems, and experts also tend to use
abstract representation relying on in-depth knowledge. Here, knowledge representation refers to
knowledge that externally expresses information organized within the cognitive framework[9]. Especially,
clinical experts have a high knowledge structure, and based on this understanding, experts widen and
deepen the representations while focusing on the fundamental principles[10]. Decision making, which
refers to the process in which problems are recognized and solutions are selected upon consideration, is
also de�ned as a process in which one reaches their selection among various possible alternatives
through complex dental cognitive processes[11].

The brain consists of millions of neurons, and each neuron is connected to other neurons in various
interrelationships. The interaction between these neurons, which can lead to learning, memory, behavior,
decision making, and recognition, occur in synapses. Here, the information is transmitted in synapses
through chemical substances, particularly due to the electric potential differences created by
concentration gradients across the plasma membrane. Such electric potential differences were caused
electric signals on the scalp, which are measured in EEG.

When compared to non-experts, experts have the ability to process unnecessary information without
�ltering and e�cient neuronal networks[12]. Clinical experts can also make accurate selections in given
tasks due to their abundant experiences with the tasks[13]. In addition, studies have also suggested that
experts have higher activation of the frontal lobe, which is important for cognition in experts[14]. and
needed for prediction and observation of behaviors[15], and that experts and non-experts have different
neuronal mechanisms[16].

This study was aimed to suggest a model of brain-based experience-knowledge in order to improve
dentist’s decision making process. In order to decrease problems in decision making that can exert
signi�cant in�uences, this study was developed a model of dentists' experiential knowledge in decision
making in order to improve dental experts' decision-making process. Dentists' EEG characteristics, which
in�uence complex clinical decision making processes, were analyzed, and a brain-based learning model
to improve experts' clinical decision making was proposed based on this.
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Methods
In this study, dental experts were de�ned as those who have been continuously working in clinical
dentistry for 10 years or more and can effectively solve problems in clinical decision making. This study
was performed in the following two projects in order to develop a brain-based model of experts'
experiential knowledge: (1) The �rst study is a qualitative study of clinical decision making in a clinical
scenario. (2) The second study is an analysis of differences in cortical activity of experts and novices
through EEG.

In the 1st study, in order to investigate the thought processes used for decision making performed in a
real-life clinical setting, the setting was videotaped. While reviewing the videos together, the participants'
characteristics in thought processes for decision making were deduced through the think-aloud method
and focus group analysis. In the 20th century, the Wurzburg group of philosophers developed this into a
new experimental method termed 'introspection' in associative theories that explain human mental
processes using idea and association. Initial experiments involved free association of words and
explanation of the thought processes[17, 18]. And then in order to supplement the think-aloud method,
this study used focus group analysis to analyze the decision making process in dental experts, which
was the focus of this study, in more detail.

In this study, a standardized patient was recruited to reproduce clinical situations and developed a
scenario for the patient based on her symptoms. This patient's case was standardized, and all
participants participated in an experiment on their decision making process. The scenario for clinical
decision making (standardized patient) is are following. “Wisdom Teeth Problem: The patient has been
feeling discomfort in upper right molar since two years ago, and food sometimes gets stuck at the
location after eating. With recent increases in stress from work, the symptoms at the site have worsened,
and the patient feels throbbing pain”.

In the 2nd study, the three major steps established through the experiment conducted under an
environment simulating the actual clinical environment were developed further into tasks to measure
brain waves in the dental experts and novices. 'Con�rmation of the patient's chief complaints', 'oral
examination', and 'radiography reading' steps were developed into six tasks, and the experts' and novices'
cortical activities were measured through a 32-channel EEG. The data measured during the six tasks were
pre-processed to statistically analyze the differences between the groups.

Two sets consisting of one piece of auditory information and two pieces of visual information are
presented while EEG signals are measured from each participant. Set 1 involves stimuli about an
identical patient whereas set 2 involves stimuli about different patients. Here, the expert and novice
dentists were asked to record, with a stopwatch, the time required for them to identify the task, identify
the patient's problem, and make a decision, in order to analyze differences in the timing of diagnosis at
which a decision was made. Figure 1 shows the overall experimental procedure.

(Fig. 1)
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This study was used Matlab and EEGlab for noise �ltering and data analysis. Data reprocessing were pre-
processed to analyze the changes in EEG signals on the scalp by analyzing the differences between the
two groups in terms of phase distribution of each frequency range (beta, alpha, theta, and delta bands)
using EEG lab. The data Preprocessing(continuing EEG) are following: Data reduction(ex, Bad channels
selection) ◊ Re-reference ◊ Electrooculogram remove – independent component analysis(ICA) ◊ Filtering
◊ Visual inspection.

Using Band Pass Filter by FFT, waves with frequencies above 50 Hz were removed. This is FFT, which is
often used to convert the time domain into the frequency domain, and the following Fig. 2’s equation is
used[19].

(Fig. 2)

For each task, this study was comparatively analyzed changes in frequencies in the expert and novice
dentists' decision making (diagnosis). The pre-processed data were tested for signi�cance on IBM SPSS
statistics (Version 22.0) for each task in independent samples t-tests and one-way analysis of variance
(ANOVA). Using EEGlab, the distribution of activated cortical areas during each task for the experts and
novices were comparatively analyzed.

Results
Using the basic protocol for analysis of differences between novices and experts in each step, the
transcripts of think-aloud and in-depth interviews conducted for 10 novices and 10 experts were analyzed
through thematic analysis. Figure 3 shows the characteristics in thought processes in clinical decision
making in each step in experts and novices.

(Fig. 3)

The dental experts collect and interpret verbal and non-verbal information while thinking about
communication from the moment they identify the patient's chief complaints. In step 1, they establish
and categorize all possible hypotheses based on experiential knowledge and evidence at the moment
they identify the patient's problem. At the same time, they perform backward reasoning of the
hypotheses. Here, the dental experts identify facts at each step while maintaining an open mind and
keeping in mind that the hypotheses might be different from the actual problem, unlike the novices.
Moreover, clinical decision in identifying the chief complaints, diagnosis, and treatment planning is
performed in a simultaneous manner rather than in a stepwise manner. The experts move �exibly through
all stages whenever they collect new information. Rather than organizing thoughts in the last diagnosis
step, the decision making proceeds while the dentists converge and diverge simultaneously at each
moment. However, also in this process, the dentists make decisions closer to the de�nitive diagnosis
during oral examination than during the chief complaints step and also while con�rming radiographs
than during oral examination.
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In contrast, the dental novices focus on identifying facts and collecting information while identifying the
patient's chief complaints. The novices tended to think in a stepwise manner from testing until diagnosis.
Although some novices established and categorized hypotheses based on the materials learned in
classroom and their experiences when they identi�ed the patient's problem in Step 1, most tended to
focus on documenting the patient's story. Here, the novices acted and thought according to the learned
protocols and failed to think �exibly about other possibilities. The novices tended to select and establish
hypotheses during oral examination rather than while identifying the patient's chief complaints. Then,
they condensed the hypotheses while con�rming the radiographs to make decisions. Moreover, when
problems arose, they tended to depend on other experts and to think anew rather than establishing
another hypothesis and approaching the problem themselves.

In order to analyze the characteristics during clinical decision making in the brain, cortical activities were
analyzed in 10 dentists as experts and 10 dentists as novices. As a result, the two groups did not differ in
the background signals measured in a relaxed state with the eyes closed and during the �rst task
(con�rmation of the patient's chief complaints), the novices had higher activities in the left frontal lobe,
occipital lobe, and parietal lobe than the experts at the steps where oral examination & radiography
reading. After EEG measurement, the accuracy of the participants' diagnoses made to investigate their
clinical decision making was analyzed in order to measure the di�culty of each task. In task 6 (oral
examination data), which was di�cult and had the lowest accuracy of diagnoses made by the experts,
the brain activities in both groups were higher than in other tasks; in particular, the experts' activities in
left frontal lobe, occipital lobe, and parietal lobe were higher than those observed in the novices.

Two sets of tasks were performed for measurement of EEG signals. Set 1 was presented in the order of
auditory data, oral photograph, and radiograph of the same patient whereas set 2 was presented in the
order of auditory data, oral photograph, and radiograph of three different patients for whom different
decisions were required. When differences in tasks within sets and differences between groups and sets
were investigated, no statistical signi�cance was noted. However, this study was identi�ed changes in the
EEG signals activated for identical stimuli and those activated for different stimuli in each set in a
chronological order, as shown in Fig. 4.

(Fig. 4)

The results may be interpreted differently depending on the di�culty of the tasks. For each task, the
participants were given time after EEG signal measurement to document with hands the decision making
process used to solve the patient's problem. In this study, the di�culty of tasks was assessed by
statistically analyzing the accuracy of diagnoses made by the experts and novices after measuring EEG
signals during clinical decision making. Table 1 demonstrates the groups' differences.
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Table 1
The di�culty of tasks used for EEG measurement

Task Average SD t p

Expert Novice Expert Novice

Task1 1.00 .90 .000 .316 1.000 .331

Task2 1.00 .80 .000 .422 1.500 .151

Task3 1.00 .70 .000 .483 1.964 .065

Task4 1.00 .10 .000 .316 9.000 .000*

Task5 .80 .20 .422 .422 3.182 .005*

Task6 .40 .00 .516 .000 2.449 .037*

(Table 1)

Since this task was more di�cult than others, the brain areas would have been activated in the experts to
proceed with decision making.

Discussion
This study aims to analyze the differences in clinical decision making and problem solving between
dental experts and novices and to develop tasks based on processes with signi�cant differences. This
study was also aimed to measure EEG signals from the participants and to analyze the characteristics of
brain activation in experts, in an attempt to explore brain-based knowledge models used by experts in
clinical decision making. This study obtained the following conclusions.

As with Wainwright, who suggested that expert clinical decision making is based on wide, organized
knowledge, this study was also con�rmed that clinical problem solving in experts proceeds based on
evidence under a wide range of thinking[20]. However, in contrast to the report that most dental experts
make clinical decisions based on forward reasoning, this study was observed backward reasoning. The
dental experts still differed from the novices in that they use wide, organized knowledge to make
decisions. The experts and novices showed differences in their decision making in the clinical treatment
experiment in history taking, oral examination, and radiography reading stages, so these were selected as
the basic frames for tasks in ERP to analyze the differences in brain activation between the experts and
novices. When differences in cortical activation during clinical decision making were compared between
the expert and novice dentists, this study was observed different types of differences. We also con�rmed
the results of Shallice who suggested that experts have activation in the middle frontal lobe, those of
Nichelli et al. who suggested that the prefrontal and parietal lobes are important in experts when
compared to novices[21, 22, 23]. Moreover, our results supported other previous studies that performed
EEG analysis in chess experts and found that the activation of right frontal, occipital, and parietal lobes is
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more prominent compared to the left hemisphere[24, 25, 26, 27]. This study also found that the activation
of EEG signals in the experts was relatively higher when compared to the novices in task 6, which had the
highest di�culty for the dental experts, indicating that the experts also had different cortical activation
based on the di�culty of tasks. As suggested by Duncun, Seitz, Kolodny et al. and Chen et al., both
hemispheres were activated when performing higher-order cognitive functions although the activities
differed depending on the tasks being performed[28, 29, 30, 31].

Maclean suggested the tribune brain theory and developed a model of brain-based teaching of subjects,
and studies have investigated its effects[32]. This study could also associate the function of cortical
areas activated during dental experts' decision making with teaching and learning. Here, this study is
suggested learning directions for brain-based clinical decision making that can be approached to raise
experts in dentistry based on brain use. First, a clinical decision making training should be provided in
which the dentist can perform backward reasoning and maintain an open mind to other possibilities
while recognizing certain information of the patient. Second, Sousa reported that students with different
sensory preference react differently to identical stimuli[33]. Trainings should discourage the use of certain
brain areas and rather present various learning stimuli and learning formats to enable the use of both
brains. Third, by developing education models that present various patient cases and focus on clinical
expressions, stimuli from patient experiences should be maximized and dentists should be encouraged to
accumulate and integrate experiential knowledge. Fourth, in order to further activate the parietal lobe,
which is responsible for somatosensation and higher-order sensory processing, opportunities to
experience more multidimensional tasks than the currently performed tasks should be provided. Fifth, to
activate both brains, instructional methods that can equally activate the left brain focusing on logical
thinking and the right brain focusing on intuitive thinking should be developed and applied.

Conclusion
This study analyzed differences between dental experts and novices in problem solving and EEG signals
during clinical decision making and explored a model of clinical decision making based on brain-based
knowledge used by experts in clinical decision making. Based on the �ndings, this study developed and
suggested a model of decision making process in expert and novice dentists, and suggested the basic
directions for brain-based learning needed to raise experts based on brain activity. This model is expected
to serve as �ndings of basic brain-based research that investigated steps and factors to improve core
competency required for dentists' clinical decision making and suggested ways to improve accurate
clinical decision making capabilities with little time and effort. Because of limits in methodology, this
study could not be conducted on a large number of participants. In order to generalize the differences in
clinical decision making between experts and novices found in this study, bigger samples should be used,
and studies should continue with participants of various backgrounds.

Abbreviations
EEG
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Electroencephalography
ICA
Independent component analysis
FFT
Fast Fourier Transform
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Figure 1

EEG experimental procedure
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Figure 2

Fast four iertrans formation equation
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Figure 3

Clinical decision making in expert sandnovices
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Figure 4

The differences between the experts and the novices


